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ABSTRACT: Understanding the complex crystallization process
of semiconducting polymers is key for the advance of organic
electronic technologies as the optoelectronic properties of these
materials are intimately connected to their solid-state micro-
structure. These polymers often have semirigid backbones and
flexible side chains, which results in a strong tendency to organize/
order in the liquid state. Therefore, crystallization of these materials
frequently occurs from liquid states that exhibit�at least partial�
molecular order. However, the impact of the preexisting molecular
order on the crystallization process of semiconducting polymers�
indeed, of any polymer�remained hitherto unknown. This study
uses fast scanning calorimetry (FSC) to probe the crystallization
kinetics of poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl (PFO) from both an isotropic disordered melt state (ISO state) and a liquid-
crystalline ordered state (NEM state). Our results demonstrate that the preexisting molecular order has a profound impact on the
crystallization of PFO. More specifically, it favors the formation of effective crystal nucleation centers, speeding up the crystallization
kinetics at the early stages of phase transformation. However, samples crystallized from the NEM state require longer times to reach
full crystallization (during the secondary crystallization stage) compared to those crystallized from the ISO state, likely suggesting
that the preexisting molecular order slows down the advance in the latest stages of the crystallization, that is, those governed by
molecular diffusion. The fitting of the data with the Avrami model reveals different crystallization mechanisms, which ultimately
result in a distinct semicrystalline morphology and photoluminescence properties. Therefore, this work highlights the importance of
understanding the interrelationships between processing, structure, and properties of polymer semiconductors and opens the door
for performing fundamental investigations via newly developed FSC methodologies of such materials that otherwise are not possible
with conventional techniques.

■ INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the promise of low-cost production of
conformable electronic devices, for example, organic solar
cells, organic light-emitting diodes, thermoelectric modules,
and organic electrochemical transistors, and so forth, semi-
conducting polymers are attracting great interest from both
academic and industrial sectors. The operation of these devices
is typically based on the optical and electrical properties of
semiconducting polymer thin films, which are known to be
intimately connected to their solid-state microstructure. More
specifically, properties such as the mobility of charge carriers
(either electronic or ionic) and the absorption and emission of
light are profoundly affected by the presence of molecular
domains with a structural order, for example, crystals, in the
material,1−4 simply because they exhibit a greater overlap of π-
orbitals and a reduced energetic disorder compared to
amorphous/disordered domains. Consequently, the control
over optical and electrical properties of polymer semi-
conductors�and hence, rational optimization of devices�

stems from a precise understanding and control of their solid-
state microstructure.
The solid-state microstructure of many semiconducting

polymers is generated via crystallization in the thin film
deposition step. Thus, gaining an understanding of how
crystallization is developed is of paramount importance to
establishing accurate processing-structure−property relation-
ships. However, fundamental investigations of the crystalliza-
tion process are scarce in the literature and are limited to
congeners of the polythiophene family.5−13 As a result, many
important questions about the crystallization of semiconduct-
ing polymers remain unanswered.
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Among these, one of the most important questions is how
preexisting molecular order in the liquid state impacts
crystallization and solid-state microstructure development.
Due to the rigidity of aromatic backbones and their
amphiphilic nature, many high-performing, crystallizable semi-
conducting polymers exhibit liquid-crystalline behavior; there-
fore, crystallization in these polymers likely occurs via the
stacking of polymer chain segments that exhibit a preexisting
order in the liquid state.14−17 Moreover, even nonliquid-
crystalline polymer semiconductors are known to exhibit a
strong tendency to form aggregates with local molecular order
prior to crystallization.17−21 Therefore, a major fundamental
question in the field remains as to whether or not (and if so,
how) the crystallization process of semiconducting polymers is
affected by the presence of molecular order in the liquid state.
Crystallizable main-chain liquid-crystalline semiconducting

polymers seem ideal material systems to investigate this
scientific problem as (i) they can crystallize and (ii) exhibit
both ordered and disordered liquid phases. However, because
the liquid phase that is thermodynamically stable at temper-
atures immediately above the crystallization temperature is the
liquid-crystalline mesophase, these materials have a strong
tendency to crystallize solely from the ordered mesophase.
Conversely, the crystallization from the isotropic phase is
strongly hampered in these materials. Most likely due to this
experimental difficulty, the effect of the preexisting molecular
order of an isotropic melt on the crystallization of polymers has
been largely unexplored, not just for semiconducting polymers
but also for polymers in general.10,12,22−28

Fortunately, the above-mentioned experimental difficulties
in investigating crystallization from the isotropic phase may be
overcome with advanced thermal characterization methods,
such as fast scanning calorimetry (FSC). The extremely fast
heating and cooling ramps (up to ∼ 104 °C/s) that can be
applied in FSC are opening a plethora of new possibilities to
investigate materials’ thermal phase transitions, including those
previously nonaccessible. For example, potentially, one can
design thermal treatments aimed at suppressing liquid-
crystalline mesophases (at temperatures slightly above
crystallization temperature) so that liquid-crystalline polymers
can be crystallized from a disordered, isotropic liquid state.
To explore the hypothesis above, we selected poly(9,9-di-n-

octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl (PFO) as a model material system. PFO
is a well-known crystallizable semiconducting polymer with
relatively low thermal transition temperatures. Therefore,
suitable thermal protocols can be designed to minimize the
risk of significant degradation issues.21 In addition to�at
least�two crystalline forms, PFO exhibits a nematic liquid-
crystalline mesophase (hereafter referred to as the NEM state)
in the temperature range immediately above the crystalline
phase(s) along with an isotropic liquid phase (hereafter
referred to as ISO state) at higher temperatures.11,13,21,22,29−31

Hence, in this paper, we unravel the impact of the
preexisting molecular order on the isothermal crystallization
kinetics of the semiconducting polymer PFO, which allows us
to rationalize the resulting solid-state microstructure and the
optical response (photoluminescence) of the solid material.
We discover that the effect of the molecular order on
crystallization is complex: the kinetics of the early stages of
crystallization is faster when crystallization occurs from the
ordered liquid state, likely because the preexisting molecular
order facilitates crystal nucleation. However, liquid-crystalline
order seems to slow down the advance of the later stages of the

crystallization, that is, those governed by molecular diffusion,
likely because the chain segments diffusing to the growing
crystal front must distort the ordered molecular arrangement in
the liquid mesophase, which has an associated free-energy
penalty. The different crystallization kinetics result in a distinct
dimensionality of the crystallization, which yields different
crystal morphologies and, ultimately, a different optical
response (photoluminescence) in the semiconducting solid
material.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The PFO sample was donated to us by the group of De

Mello and used without further purification.29 The polymer had a
number-average molecular weight (Mn) of 13.04 kDa, and the
dispersity (D̵) was 2.03, as determined by size exclusion
chromatography in combination with multiangle light scattering
(SEC-MALS) and size exclusion chromatography calibrated with
polystyrene (SEC-PS), respectively. THF was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich and used without further purification. PFO thin films were
prepared by placing a drop of glucose solution directly on the
reference part on the backside of the chip sensor. Then, a 10 mg/mL
solution of PFO in THF was deposited by spin coating (2,000 rpm,
60 s) onto the FSC chip sensor. Finally, the glucose drop is removed
carefully with water.

Fast Scanning Chip Calorimetry. Fast scanning chip (FSC)
calorimetry experiments were performed on a Mettler-Toledo Flash
DSC 2 + device. The equipment is connected to a Huber TC-100
intracooler, permitting scans of up to 40,000 °C/s. The MultiSTAR
UFS1 (24 × 24 × 0.6 mm3) chip sensors were conditioned and
corrected prior to use according to the Flash DSC 2 + specifications.
Measurements were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere, with a
constant flow rate of 80 mL/min. The STARe software was used to
analyze the data. The thermal protocols essentially consisted in
recording heat flow rates during the heating of the sample crystallized
at a given temperature at different times. Unless otherwise specified,
note that the selected heating and cooling rates for FSC used in this
paper were 4000 °C/s. It is important to notice that for FSC
measurements, the sample mass is in the nanoscale magnitude. The
same sensor was used for all crystallization experiments. Hence, the
sample size remained constant.

Atomic Force Microscopy. A dimension ICON with a
Nanoscope V controller (Bruker) atomic force microscopy (AFM)
was used to image the samples. A Peak-Force tapping mode using
ScanAsyst-Air tips by Bruker (nominal tip radius of 2 nm, nominal
frequency of 70 kHz, nominal spring constant = 0.4 N/m) was used
to obtain the images. A PFO thin film was deposited from a 10 mg/
mL solution on the back side of the chip with a glucose cover on the
reference cell, which was removed after deposition with water. The
sample was heated above the nematic-to-isotropic transition (TLC‑I),
and after melting, it was rapidly cooled (at 4,000 °C/s) to the
annealing temperature (Ta). Subsequently, the sample was kept at Ta
for 10 h (the time it reaches maximum saturation), it was rapidly
cooled to a temperature below the glassy state, Tg, and rapidly heated
to room temperature and then measured by AFM.

Photoluminescence Spectroscopy. Photoluminescence spectra
were measured using Witec equipment. We excited it through a UV
high transmission 40× objective using a solid-state laser with a peak
wavelength at 355 nm, with a power of 60 μW. We made 500 μm ×
500 μm images of the samples directly on the FSC sensor chips. We
took a total of 2500 spectra per sample. Cluster analysis of the data
revealed three different regions for each chip: (i) the inner part, likely
very thick as deduced from the apparent self-absorption features in
the spectra; (ii) the region above the heating resistance; (iii) the
border between both. The data shown in the article corresponds to
the material fraction just over the resistances. A PFO thin film was
deposited from a 10 mg/mL solution on the back side of the chip with
a glucose cover, after deposition, the drop was eliminated with water.
The sample was heated above TLC‑I to erase the thermal history and
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then rapidly cooled (at 4,000 °C/s) from the melt to the selected
isothermal crystallization temperature. Subsequently, the sample was
kept at Ta for 10 h (the time it reaches maximum saturation), and it
was rapidly cooled to a temperature below Tg and rapidly heated to
room temperature.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Establishment of Suitable Thermal Protocols for the

Study. Prior to our investigation, we wanted to scrutinize the
possibility of crystallizing PFO from the disordered ISO state
by cooling the meltdown from a temperature above the
nematic-to-isotropic transition (TLC‑I)

29 to the crystallization
temperature, employing cooling rates like those typically
applied in regular differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) or
polarized-light optical microscopy (PLOM) experiments,
namely, <100 °C/min. However, our data (included in Figure
1S of the Supporting Information) unambiguously proved that
this range of cooling rates does not suffice to avoid the
formation of the liquid-crystalline mesophase during cooling.
Hence, in full accordance with our initial premises, conven-
tional DSC and PLOM are not suitable for these studies, and
methods enabling faster cooling rates, such as FSC, need to be
used instead.
Thus, we started our study by investigating the thermal

conditions that allow us to compare crystallizations from the
ISO and NEM states. More specifically, we need first to gain
knowledge of the thermotropic phase behavior of PFO,
including phase transition temperatures, and, secondly, to
figure out the temperature range that allows isothermal
crystallization from both the ISO state and the NEM state.
Figure 1A shows the FSC thermal protocol used to assess

the thermotropic landscape of PFO. First, PFO samples were

heated to a temperature well above the TLC‑I transition to erase
any thermal history (e.g., at 300 °C). Then, samples are rapidly
cooled down (at 4000 °C/s) to various isothermal temper-
atures, Ta, ranging from 40 to 160 °C, and kept there for 1 h.
During these isothermal steps, the PFO material will evolve
according to its thermodynamic nature at that Ta. The
evolution suffered by the material at each Ta is probed in a
subsequent heating scan (performed at 4,000 °C/s, identified
as an “Analysis scan”).

Figure 1B displays the calorimetric traces corresponding to
the heating scans mentioned above (i.e., “Analysis scan”). The
Ta applied in the experiments is indicated on the right-hand
side of the curves. Three different endothermic processes can
be distinguished in the heating traces depending on the Ta
applied. An aging glass tends to evolve toward an equilibrium
state at temperatures well below their Tg. Hence, the area of
the physical aging endotherm will decrease as the annealing
temperature, Ta, increases, and approaches Tg. Based on this,
below Ta = 80 °C, a broad endotherm at low annealing
temperatures (Ta < 80 °C) is observed. The area of this
endotherm decreases with increasing annealing temperature,
indicating that PFO is below Tg. That is, the observed
endothermic peaks below Ta = 80 °C correspond to the
enthalpic overshoot as a physically aged glass undergoes the
glass transition (this peak is shadowed in purple in Figure 1B).
Moreover, in cyan color, at temperatures between Ta = 80 and
150 °C, the overshoot due to the physical aging is no longer
visible, and instead, a sharp bell-shaped endotherm associated
with the melting process of the crystallites formed during the
isothermal steps is observed.32−34

Finally, the endothermic peaks colored in orange, from Ta =
90 °C onward, feature the nematic-to-isotropic transition.
Hence, this experiment directly informs about the thermody-
namic phase behavior of the material, including relevant
transition temperatures.
The experiment above demonstrates that the crystallization

of PFO occurs between Ta = 80 and Ta = 140 °C. Interestingly,
curves obtained for Tas between 80 °C and below 90 °C
feature solely the peak due to the melting of crystals,
suggesting that no nematic phase forms during the isothermal
steps of 1 h at those temperatures. In other words, the
crystallization of PFO at Ta = 80 °C occurs from the ISO state
when samples are cooled down from 300 to 80 °C at 4000 °C/
s.
However, an isothermal step of 1 h is typically a short period

for the crystallization of polymers to complete at temperatures
so close to Tg. Therefore, to identify a suitable temperature
range for our study, that is, the temperature range where
crystals can develop from the ISO state, longer crystallization
times need to be explored, for example, 10 h. Shown in Figure
2SA,C and E of the Supporting Information are the
calorimetric heating traces after samples were isothermally
crystallized for 10 h at Tas of 80, 82, and 85 °C. As can be
observed, neither of those traces exhibits the endothermic peak
associated with TLC‑I, proving that PFO crystallizes solely from
the ISO state between Ta = 80 and Ta = 85 °C after being
cooled down at 4000 °C/s from 300 °C.
Therefore, a suitable thermal protocol to investigate the

crystallization of PFO from the ISO state is shown in Figure
2A. The samples are first heated above TLC‑I to erase the
thermal history for a short amount of time of 1 s to avoid
degradation. Then, samples are rapidly cooled down (at 4000
°C/s) to the selected Ta (between 80 and 85 °C), where it is
kept for a variable amount of time so that crystallization
progresses. Samples are then rapidly cooled down to a
temperature below Tg (at 4000 °C/s), and lastly, they are
heated to 300 °C (at 4000 °C/s) for 1 s. The endothermic
peak appearing in this heating scan accounts for the melting of
crystals formed during the isothermal step; hence, the enthalpy
of this melting process can be employed to follow the
isothermal crystallization kinetics. It is customary to assume
that the values of melting enthalpy (measured under

Figure 1. Thermotropic phase behavior of PFO. (A) Thermal
protocol employed for the experiment. Relevant temperatures:
annealing temperature, Ta, glass transition temperature, Tg, melting
temperature, Tm, and nematic-to-isotropic transition temperature,
TLC‑I. (B) FSC heating traces (at 4000 °C/s) following the isothermal
step of 1 h at temperatures ranging from Ta = 40 to 160 °C.
Endothermic peaks shadowed in purple-cyan and orange correspond
to the enthalpic relaxation of the glassy phase, the melting of crystals,
and the nematic−isotropic transition, respectively.
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nonisothermal conditions, i.e., during the heating scans after
isothermal crystallization) are identical to the values of the
crystallization enthalpy developed under isothermal conditions.
Having established the thermal conditions to investigate the

isothermal crystallization of PFO from the ISO state, we
determined a suitable thermal treatment to assess crystal-
lization from the NEM state between Ta = 80 and 85 °C. The
NEM state can in principle, develop at any temperature above
the Tm, but the higher the annealing temperature, the faster the
development of the NEM state. However, high temperature
also prompts undesired thermal degradation processes; hence,
we tried to minimize the exposure of samples to high
temperatures. We found out that the PFO NEM state
adequately formed when samples were first crystallized, and
then crystals were molten without overpassing TLC‑I. Thus, the
thermal protocol to study the crystallization of PFO from the
nematic mesophase included two steps (Figure 2B): (i) an
initial step in which the mesophase is formed (PFO is
crystallized at Ta = 80 °C for 30 min and then taken to 160 °C

for 1 min) and (ii) a second step that is equal to the one
employed for the crystallization of samples from the ISO state.

■ ISOTHERMAL CRYSTALLIZATION KINETICS FROM
THE ISOTROPIC AND THE NEMATIC LIQUID
STATES

Once we established the temperature conditions for our
crystallization experiments, we endeavored to investigate the
overall crystallization kinetics from the disordered ISO state
and the ordered NEM state.
Because polymer crystallization usually proceeds by

nucleation and growth, it can be readily modeled with the
Avrami framework, which describes the free growth of objects
from random nucleation centers. The model yields the
expression below (eq 1).35,36

=V t t k t t1 ( ) exp( ( ) )o
n

c o (1)

where Vc is the relative volumetric transformed fraction to the
crystalline state, t is the crystallization time, to is the induction
time, k is the overall crystallization rate constant which
includes nucleation and growth components, and n is the
Avrami index.35,36 Moreover, Vc can be expressed as a function
of the mass fraction of the samples (Wc) as seen in eq 2.

=
+ ( )

V
W

W W(1 )
c

c

c c
c

a (2)

whereWc is the mass fraction of the sample, ρc is the density of
a 100% crystalline sample, and ρa is the density of a 100%
amorphous sample. The values of ρc and ρa are unknown for
PFO, and therefore, we cannot apply eq 1 in terms of volume
fraction. However, Vc is proportional to Wc (see equations 2
and 3) and the overall crystallization kinetics determined by
DSC can be fitted to the Avrami equation in terms of the mass
fraction of crystals as an approximation. From eq 3, ΔH(t) is
the enthalpy at a given crystallization temperature, and ΔHtotal
is the maximum enthalpy value reached at the end of the
isothermal crystallization process. The enthalpies are obtained
from the specific heat capacity (Cp) as a function of mass.
These values are obtained from the normalized integrated area
of each peak divided by the scan rate to determine the relative
crystallinity mass fraction of the sample at a given t and
describe the kinetics of the material at a constant mass.

=W
H t
H

( )
c

total (3)

Moreover, Müller et al.37,38 proposed that the Avrami index
(n) can be considered in terms of the addition of two
components: a nucleation rate component (nn) and a growth
dimensionally (nd) component (eq 4).35,36

= +n n nn d (4)

where nd can have values of 1, 2, and 3 depending on the
dimensionality of the crystalline ensembles formed [i.e.,
needles (1D), axialites (2D), and spherulites (3D)]. The nn
value is proportional to the rate of nucleation with values
ranging from 0 to 1; values equal to 1 are due to sporadic
nucleation, whereas values equal to 0 represent instantaneous
nucleation.
Figure 2C,D shows the heating traces employed for the

study of the crystallization kinetics (denoted as “Analysis scan”
in Figure 2A,B). For clarity, experimental data obtained at a Ta

Figure 2. Crystallization from an ISO state (left column) and from a
NEM state (right column) for varying times. (A and B) Thermal
protocols used, where Ta is the annealing temperature, TLC is the
temperature at which the liquid crystal develops, Tm is the melting
temperature, t is the annealing time, and tsat is the annealing time
when the degree of crystallization reaches saturation. (C and D) FSC
heating traces (analysis scans); the progression of time is illustrated by
the color scale inside the arrow. (E and F) Advance of crystallization
(from normalized enthalpy values) with time at the indicated
temperatures and their corresponding Avrami fits. t and to are the
annealing time and the induction time, respectively.
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of 80 °C is the only one shown here, while data for the rest of
the crystallization temperatures are included in the Supporting
Information (Figure 2S).
In order to study the crystallization kinetics, the crystal

melting peaks were integrated, and the resulting enthalpy
(normalized to the final value) was plotted against the
crystallization time (Figure 2E,F). We note here too that the
heating curves of PFO crystallized from the ISO state displayed
a single endothermic feature associated with the crystal melting
while those of PFO crystallized from the NEM state exhibited a
further peak associated with TLC‑I transition.
As Ta increases, the overall crystallization rate becomes

slower. This is reflected in a shift of the curves to higher
crystallization times as Ta increases. In addition, the nucleation
rate (1/to) when crystallizing from an ISO state decreases with
increasing Ta. To represents the induction time before any
crystallization can be detected by the calorimeter; hence, its
inverse is proportional to the primary nucleation rate.
Therefore, a decrease in 1/to indicates that the rate of
nucleation becomes slower with increasing Ta. Values of 1/to
can be found in Table 1S of the Supporting Information.
Interestingly, the comparison of 1/to values for crystal-

lizations from the ISO state and the NEM state at the same
temperature reveals that the preexisting molecular order in the
crystallizing PFO liquid accelerates the formation of effective
nucleation centers. A faster nucleation process can explain why
a faster overall crystallization rate is observed in the sample
crystallized from the NEM state both at 20% conversion (1/
τ20%) and at 50% conversion (1/τ50%) (see Table 1S of the
Supporting Information).
It is important to note that samples crystallized from the

NEM state require longer times to reach the fully relative
crystallized state in the sample, likely suggesting that the liquid-
crystalline order slows down the advance of the later stages of
the crystallization, that is, those governed by molecular
diffusion, after the crystallites impinged on one another during
the growth process (i.e., during the secondary overall
crystallization process that typically occurs at relative
conversions to the semicrystalline state larger than 50%).
We should consider that in the process of polymer

crystallization, nucleation and mostly free growth from the
activated nuclei first take place, and the overall crystallization
kinetics accelerates with time (during the so-called primary
crystallization). Then, a point is reached at which the kinetics
slow down because the growing superstructures [spherulites or
axialites, which are semicrystalline entities or lamellar
aggregates with three and two dimensions containing
amorphous (molten) chains in between them] impinge on
one another. This point usually coincides with or is close to
50% conversion to the semicrystalline state and is close to the
time to peak when examining isothermal crystallization
enthalpy values as a function of time. Secondary crystallization
starts at this point when intraspherulitic (or axialitic) and
interspherulitic material has not yet crystallized. If we
crystallize from a preordered state (i.e., the nematic state),
the energy barrier for overall primary crystallization (which
includes both nucleation and growth) will most probably be
lower than that needed to crystallize from the isotropic melt.
We argue that the primary crystallization is dominated by
nucleation when it occurs from the nematic state, and the
overall crystallization kinetics is accelerated, thanks to the
enhanced nucleation with respect to the isotropic state. Then,
during secondary crystallization, as amorphous chains are

embedded in between the already-formed crystallites, the
diffusion rates are usually much lower than during primary
crystallization and the effect of nucleation at this stage can
almost be neglected.
The NEM state exhibits orientational order but lacks the

positional order that the crystalline motif has. Therefore, the
crystallization of polymer molecules within the NEM state must
concur with some kind of translational motion that requires
molecular or�at least�segmental relaxation. The slower
kinetics is thus consistent with the fact that chain segments
diffusing to the growing crystal front must distort the ordered
molecular arrangement of the NEM state, which has an
associated free-energy penalty. We must highlight, moreover,
that our isothermal crystallization data from in situ wide-angle
X-ray scattering (WAXS), included in the Supporting
Information (Figure 3S and Table 2S), agree well with the
above-mentioned results and conclusions. Clearly, a realistic
dynamic microscopic picture�at the molecular level�of how
a polymer molecule within the nematic mesophase transits into
the crystalline state is required to fully understand the
crystallization of PFO polymer.
To gain further information about the crystallization

kinetics, experimental data were fitted with the Avrami
model (dashed lines in Figure 2E,F). The resulting Avrami
parameters are given in Table S1 found in the Supporting
Information and plotted in Figure 3. We must note that the

Avrami theory is used to describe the primary crystallization
range (during the free growth of crystals without any
impingement of one another), and fittings for large
crystallization conversions are often unsuitable. Hence, to
ensure the free growth approximation, the conversion range
employed for the fittings was 3−20% of the relative
crystallization conversion.
The values obtained for 1/τ20% by fitting the Avrami theory

at 20% conversion are excellent matches to the corresponding

Figure 3. Experimental results and Avrami parameters as a function of
crystallization temperature. (A) Experimental values of the inverse of
crystallization times (1/τ50% and 1/τ20%) for different conversions, (B)
Avrami index (n), (C) Specific heat capacity for the longest
crystallization time times the mass (Cp·m) (i.e., a proxy for the final
degree of crystallinity because m is kept constant in the entire
experiment), and (D) isothermal crystallization rate obtained from
the Avrami model (k1/n).
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experimental values. Hence, as expected, the Avrami theory
describes the primary crystallization range very well. However,
in the case of 50% conversion, the rate values are over-
estimated and do not correspond with the experimental values,
probably indicating the earlier impingement of crystals in the
interval between 20 and 50% conversion, which produces
unrealistic fittings at conversions higher than 20%. These
deviations of the experimental data from the Avrami fit can be
clearly observed in Figure 2E,F.
Figure 3B shows how the Avrami index (n) varies with Ta

values depending on the initial liquid state, that is, ISO state
versus NEM state. The Avrami index was found to be larger at
lower Ta values for crystallization from the ISO state. At Ta =
80 °C, there is a significant change from n = 1.7 when the PFO
is crystallized from the melt state to 1.1 when it is crystallized
from the NEM state. That is, the Avrami parameter is closer to
2 for the crystallization from an ISO state and to 1 from a NEM
state. One way to interpret these results is a change in the
morphology and nucleation of the PFO. An Avrami index of 2
can be a result of the instantaneous nucleation of axialitic
crystals (i.e., two-dimensional aggregates of lamellar crystals),
while n = 1 could be a result of the instantaneous growth of
needle-like crystals. The AFM results (see Figure 4) show

some morphological changes that could correspond to the
change in the Avrami index. Furthermore, k1/n is a rate
crystallization constant whose values provide information on
the overall crystallization rate obtained by the Avrami model
which correlate with the obtained experimental values.
Finally, as a proxy for the final degree of crystallinity reached

in the samples, the product between the melting enthalpy for
the longest crystallization time and the sample mass (m) was
analyzed, where the sample mass was constant (but unknown)
in the whole study (Figure 3C). The results indicate that
samples crystallized from an ISO state end up being more
crystalline than those crystallized from a NEM state, especially
for the lowest Ta analyzed. This, again, agrees with our
interpretation that chain segment diffusion to the crystal

growth front is more impeded in the NEM state during the
secondary crystallization process.

■ INTERPLAY BETWEEN THE CRYSTALLIZATION
KINETICS AND THE MORPHOLOGY AND THE
OPTICAL RESPONSE (AFM AND
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE)

Having established that preexisting molecular order signifi-
cantly influences the crystallization kinetics of polymers, we
analyzed whether the distinct kinetics found result in
structural/morphological differences. Thus, samples crystal-
lized both from the ISO state and the NEM state�thermally
treated employing thermal protocols developed for kinetic
studies with crystallization times of 10 h�were inspected by
AFM (height images).
Tellingly, sample surfaces exhibit markedly different

morphology/surface topography. The AFM images and their
fast Fourier transform (shown inFigure 4S of the Supporting
Information) revealed that PFO crystallized from the ISO state
develops round-sized nanoscopic features (i.e., axialitic-like),
whereas the sample crystallized from the NEM state seems to
comprise more-elongated features (i.e., needle-like)
The height histograms for the sample crystallized from the

ISO state exhibit a broad distribution, denoting regions with
large height variations, that is, large roughness, whereas
histograms for the PFO samples crystallized from the NEM
state exhibit a narrow distribution of heights, corresponding to
a more homogeneous surface (Figure 4C).
Motivated by the aforementioned findings that preexisting

order alters the crystallization and the resulting solid-state
morphology, we explored whether these changes have in turn
an impact on the optoelectronic properties of the semi-
conducting polymer, for example, its optical emission proper-
ties (photoluminescence).
Figure 5 compares the average photoluminescence (PL)

spectrum excited at 355 nm for the two samples. The two

spectra generally show the same shape: the main 0−0 PL band
followed by the first two phonon replicas. The most significant
differences are in the relative intensity of the 00 and 01
transitions, with the ratio being smaller for the liquid-
crystalline sample and a small blue shift of the PL peaks of
the liquid-crystalline sample with respect to the isotropic one.
Both of these features suggest a larger fraction of PFO chain
segments with planar conformations and hence a larger degree
of energetic order for the sample processed from the ISO state.
This is most likely associated with a higher degree of
crystallinity1 in this sample as polymers tend to crystallize in

Figure 4. (A) AFM-height images of PFO crystallized at Ta = 80 °C
from an ISO state. (B) AFM-height images of PFO crystallized Ta =
80 °C from a NEM state. (C) Height histograms obtained from A and
B AFM data. Height distributions in (C) are fitted to Gaussian curves.

Figure 5. Photoluminescence spectra of crystallized FSC thin-film
samples at Ta = 80 °C from an ISO state (blue) and from a NEM state
(green).
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lamellar crystals with polymer chains that adopt extended
conformations that, in the case of rigid backbone polymers
such as PFO, frequently imply planar conformations.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we employ fast scanning chip calorimetry to study
the crystallization kinetics from different states of a semi-
conducting semicrystalline material, PFO, opening new
possibilities to investigate states of matter that would be
otherwise inaccessible through conventional DSC techniques
of other polymers in the field of organic electronics. We
demonstrate that the preordered molecular domains in the
NEM state facilitate the formation of effective nucleation sites
for crystallization. However, they seem to hinder the diffusion
of chain segments to the crystal growth front during the
secondary crystallization stage, which slows down the crystal
growth process. We argue that the different balance between
nucleation and crystal growth between polymers crystallized
from ordered and disordered liquids results in distinct solid-
state morphologies and different degrees of crystallinity, which
eventually impact the optical emission properties of materials.
Therefore, our investigation clearly demonstrates a correlation
between the preexisting molecular order in the crystallizable
liquid, the crystallization kinetics, and the optoelectronic
properties of solid semiconducting polymers. However, even
more importantly, this work highlights that it is utterly
important to conduct more fundamental investigations to gain
full control over the optoelectronic properties of organic
semiconductors.
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